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The greatest novel ever written" is a superlative applied frequently to Leo Tolstoy's Anna Karenina, which
first appeared in print in 1875. This world literature classic has inspired dozens of stage, movie, and ballet
adaptation, the latest of which is the Universal Pictures September release film starring Keira Knightley and
Jude Law. This official movie tie-in contains a fine translation by Louise Maude and Alymer Maude and the
screenplay by Tom Stoppard. If you haven't read it yet; it's time.iBoo World's Best Classics This and some of
other iBoo Classics are collected from the Guardiand's, the Telegraph's and BBC's "the 100 greatest novels of
all time" list. iBoo Press House uses state-of-the-art technology to digitally reconstruct the work. We preserve
the original format whilst repairing imperfections present in the aged copy. All titles are unabridged (100%

Original content), designed with a nice cover, quality paper and a large font that's easy to read.

Anna Karenina is the story of a womans tragic selfdestruction as she pursues an affair with a younger man
Vronsky in pursuit of something better than the cold and distant relationship she has with her husband. Anna
Karenina interweaves the stories of three families the Oblonskys the Karenins and the Levins. With Keira

Knightley Jude Law Aaron TaylorJohnson Matthew Macfadyen. Anna Karenina is a novel with a
contemporary thematic in which the main theme is Annas adultery because of which she get rejected from

society and experiences a tragic end.
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So here are a few tips for how to read Anna Karenina and make the work much more enjoyable and easy to
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get through. Anna Kareninas readers usually think that the whole of the novel revolves around the character
with the same name as the title and that is not entirely true. Is Leo Tolstoys Anna Karenina a great Russian
novel or the greatest Russian novel? Because while other Russian. The film marks the third collaboration of

the director with Academy Awardnominated actress Keira Knightley and Academy Awardnominated
producers Tim Bevan Eric Fellner and. Karenina is prepared to lose all the advantages of high society in favor

of the man she loves. Stylized retelling of Tolstoy classic best for older teens. Married to a provincial
governor the punctilious Karenin Anna revolts against her life of compromise when she meets. Anna

Karenina chronicles the doomed love affair between Anna and the dashing Count Vronsky. Anna Karenina
chronicles the doomed love affair between Anna and the dashing Count Vronsky. Directed by Joe Wright.
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